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ABSTRACT

Proper passage of fish through culverts is an important element
of design of highways, railroads and pipelines for the North. Though
several investigators have attempted to define swimming capabilities
of fish, it does not appear that the swimming requirements for fish to
pass through culverts and other fish passage structures have been
properly analyzed and defined.
This paper defines and analyzes the forces which fish are
confronted with in entering and passing through barrels of sloping
culverts flowing full and as open channels. The perched culvert
receives particular anal.ytical attention. Power and total energy
requirements are also defined and developed for fish passing through
barrels of culverts. The methods of analysis are general and can be
utilized for analyses of fish passage swimming requirements through
other types of fish passage facilities.
Field observations of Arctic grayling, by the writer and others
at Poplar Grove Creek, Al.aska, are used as examples of potential
validity of conclusions, suqgested by the analytical developments of
the paper.
INTRODUCTION

A substantial body of ·research has been directed toward
identifying the hydraul.ic drag forces which must be overcome by a
swimming fish for it to progress through fish passage structures.
Past studies and design specifications for fish passa~e devices have
generall.y focussed on profil.e drag -- drag due to pressure and
frictional effects as the fish moves through water -- as being the
only force which the fish must overcome to progress through fish
passage structures. It must be recognized explicitly, however, that
fish passage facilities are utilized almost always to pass fish bOth
horizontally and vertically beyond some obstruction and must ,• ·
therefore, be designed to assist fish in moving upward while
simul.taneously moving horizontally. Fish passage facility designers
and researchers are al.l well aware of the fact that they personally
have greater difficulty walking uphill at a given speed than when
walking on the level at the same speed. The fact that fish swim
through water does not magicall.y make them immune to the exact same
problems which humans face in moving to higher potential energy levels
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(movinq uphill) • This topic vas addressed in a much earlier paper
(Zi-r and Behlke, 1966) wlti.ch has, apparently, gone unnoticed until
recently (Orsborn and Powers, 1985) -- unfortunately then to be
llli.sundarstood. Because of the obvious importance of often ignored
forces acting on sviDDing fish as they neqotiate fish PllJISAge
structures, a detailed discussion of sc.e important el-nts of the
hydraulics of culverts as they relate to fish passage is warranted. To
negotiate a culvert successfully, migrating fish must first enter the
culvertJ second, pass through the barrel of the culvert, and third, exit
the culvert. Because of space limitations only the first two of theile
will be discussed.
Force Actinq on SWiDDi.nq Fish
Fi~ 1 is a free-body-diaqra of a fish svUaing at constmt
velocity, vf, in a __ter body wlti.ch has a horizontal surface and
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propulsive force, P, which a fish must generate to 1110ve at velocity,
v fv' through the -ter (overbars indicate vector quimtities) •
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Free-body-diagram of fish swimming in static water.

Here D is the profile drag force resulting froa all frictional effects
between the surrounding water and the fish (Force), lol • o, P is the
propulsive force gener•ted by the fish to over:cc.a other forces (in
this situation only the drag force, D) (F),
P1 i is_the b1JO%ant
force created on the fis~ by the_surrounding water (F), lsi • B1 w iS
the fish's weight (F), lwl ,. w, vf is the ve!ocity of ,!he fish with
resp8ct to a fixed reference systeB (L/'1'), lvfl • vf, vv is the
velocity of the -ter with respect to a fixed reference syst- (in
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this case v = 0) (L/T), lv I~ v; vfw is the velocity of the fish
with respec~ to the water !In thi~ case Vfw = Vf) (L/'1'); x and y
define the fixed coordinate system for any figure, x being positive in
the direction of the fish's motion in this and subsequent figures; i
and j are unit vectors in the x and y directions, respectively. Each
of the forces, velocities and unit vectors is a vector quantity having
both magnitude and direction (unit vectors have magnitudes of unity).
Since the fish depicted in Figure 1 moves with constant velocity
(i.e., no acceleration), the four forces shown are in equilibrium.
Much of the following discussion will be focussed on the buoyant
force, B, and the fish's weight,
since these forces appear to be
virtually unrecognized and poorly understood by fish passage structure
designers, yet, ·under some conditions, may strongly influence the
success or failure of a fish's successfully negotiating a fish passage
facility. For the situation shown, the water pressure, p, at any
point, M, in the fluid is

w,

----Eq.

p = y(d)

1

2

where pis the pressure at a given point in the water, (F/L ); dis
the depth, measured normal to the water surface d~ward to the point
M, (L); andy is the specific weight of water, (F/L ).
Fundamental laws of fluid mechanics state that at any point in the
fluid the buoyant force/unit volume of fluid displaced is equal but
opposite in direction to the vector gradient of the pressure, Vp.
That is

b"

=

-vp

----Eq. 2

where b is the buoyant for~e per ~it volume of fluid displaced at
point M in the water, (F/L ) ; and V is the two-dimensional vector
operator a;ax i + a;ay j.
For the conditions of Figure 1, the magnitude of Vp equals the
specific weight, y, of the fluid. Thus, the buoyant force, B, acting
on the fish indicated in Figure 1 is
B =

(-Vp) (V)

----Eq. 3
----Eq. 4

(y) (V) (j)

3
where vis the volume of the fish's body (L ).
It is important to recognize that Equation 2 i~ general and
applies to static or dynamic fluid situations. If Vp is not variable
in the flow field which the fish swims through, Equation 3 also has
general applicability. Equation 4, however, applies only to the
situation where the fluid surface is horizontal and streamlines in the
fluid are straight, parallel and horizontal. Because Equation 3 is
general, subject to the qualification above, it may be applied to
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situations ~~ere water surfaces slope and where streamline curvatur~
and divergence is small compared to the size of the design fish.
Since the fish is a very "streamlined" object, it is assumed for this
discussion that the virtual mass correction of the water which it
displaces can be iqnored.
If the fish's specific weight is assumed to be the same as that
of water (i.e., yf = y), the buoyant force, B, and the weight, W, of
the fish of Fiqure 1 are equal and opposite in direction and cancel
each other. Thus, the propulsive force, P, qenerated by the fish just
equals the profile drag force, D. Unfortunately, artificial fish
passage facilities do not normally involve static water conditions
-- water flows through the facility, water surfaces slope, and
streamlines are not straight and parallel. Hence, in dynamic
situations the buoyant force is best determined by surface inteqration
of the pressure over the surface of the fish's body or by means of
Equation 3, where applicable, but Equation 4 often cannot be used for
desiqn of fish passage facilities. This latter point frequently is
overlooked with the result that both the buoyant force and the weight
of the fish are incorrectly neglected in determinations of what types
of flow situations fish can successfully neqotiate. Since it is
desirable to know Vp for the determination of the maqnitude and
direction of the fish's buoyant force, it is important to consider how
pressure responds to depth for some other rather typical situations
found in flow through fish passage facilities, including culverts,
under some flow conditions.

Figure 2.

Definition sketch of fish swimming in sloping open channel.
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The situation depicted in Figure 2 is one-dimensional, uniform,
steady flow down an open channel (possibly a culvert flawing partially
full) inclined to the horizontal at an angle e.
Open Channel hydraulics texts (Henderson, 1955) show the
pressure, p, at a point, M, in the moving fluid of Figure 2 to be,
p = d(y) (cosel

----Eq. 5

and it follows that,
-Vp

= y(cose) (j)

----Eq. 6

From Equation 3, which is applicable under the conditions of Figure 2,
the buoyant force, 8, acting on a fish swimming in a sloping channel,
is normal to the water surface and sloped at the angle e to the
vertical in the +y direction. B' s magnitude is also less than it was
in the example of Figure 1, now being
B

= y(Y) (cos6)j

---Eq. 7

If the fish swims up this channel at constant depth, the forces
which its propulsive force must overcome and its propulsive force are
as depicted in Figure 2.
The drag force, D, due to frictional effects remains a function
of the fish's velocity with respect to the water, Vf , so the
magnitude of this force would be the same as in the !ondition of
Fiqure 1, if the velocity of the fish !:ith respect to the water, vfw'
is the same. The weight of the fish, w, remains the same in magnit.ude
and direction as in Fiqure 1. They component of the fish's weight
normal to the direction of the fish's motion is now Wcose. If the
specific weight of the fish is assumed the same as that of the water
(no aeration of the water), this too becomes y(V)cose which is
precisely the same as the new buoyant force but is oppos~te in
direction. So, as in Fiqure 1, the buoyant force and the component of
the fish's weight in the direction parallel to -Vp cancel each other.
However, the fish's weight now also has a down-slope component normal
to the direction of Vp. The fish's propulsive force, P, must now
overcome the hydraulic profile drag force,
due to its motion
through the water (which occurs regardless of slope of channel or
direction of the fish's progressive motion through the water), but
additionally, it must overcome the down-slope component of the fish's
weight, Wsine. In equation form the propulsive force becomes

o,

P = W(sin6)i

+ Di

----Eq.S

Clearly, if the slope of the channel shown in Figure 2 is small,
sin6 is small, and the additional propulsive force necessary to
overcome this weight component may be negligible. It should be noted
that Band i do not depend on the fish's motion through the channel
where uniform, steady flow exists, so if the fish is moving up or down
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the channel or "resting" .in it, these forces still exist, and they
must be resisted by an appropriate propulsive response. This point
has considerable importance when the fish's energy requirements are
considered later.
The next step is to consider a fish swimming through an
underdesigned, horizontal culvert which is flowing full and with a
considerable headwater as conceptually indicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.

Forces acting on fish swimming in horizontal culvert.

The hydraulic grade line, HGL, has its usual engineering meaning
(the locus of the hydraulic piezometric head in the conduit). It
slopes at an angle 6 with the horizontal. The gradient of the
pressure, Vp, in the culvert body, where the fish is located, is
normal to the HGL as indicated in Figure 3. Thus, the fish's buoyant
force also acts normal to the HGL. The magnitude of the vertical
component of the buoyant force is Bcos6, and that of ·the horizontal
component of the buoyant force is -Bsin6. It is a simple exercise to
show that the magnitude of -Vp is y/cose everywhere in the culvert.
So, if yf = y, the vertical component of B cancels W, but B also has a
horizontal component which adds to profile drag, as indicated in the
free-body-diagram of the fish in Figure 3 (if significant air
entrainment occurs, yf > y).
If the fish does not accelerate in the facility, the propulsive
force,

P,

is
p

w

- (- (Vp) (V)+
+D)
(y/cos6) (V) (sin6i - cos6j) - yVj + Di
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----Eq. 9
----Eq. 10
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and if yf = y, Equation 10 becomes

P=

Wtanei +

o

----Eq. 11

What this really means is, as in the case of the sloping open
channel, the fish's propulsive force, P, must do more than just
overcome the frictional effects of the current. It must also
counteract the downstream component of the buoyant force (the first
term in the right side of Equation 11). Thus, the fish must generate
an additional horizontal propulsive force, to overcome the negative x
component of the buoyant force beyond that necessary to realize the
same Vf as of Figure 1. The first term in the right side of Equation
11 is often not recognized in design of fish passage facilities,
including culverts with substantial headwater and flowing full. If
the angle e is small such that tane is approximately zero, this term
can, of course, be ignored safely.
Figure 4 indicates the general case of fish attempting to
negotiate a closed conduit sloping at an angle ' and with the HGL
sloping at an angle e, both with respect to the horizontal.
Assuming all velocities are constant, Figure 4 shows the forces
which the fish's propulsive force, P, must overcome, thus

Figure 4.

Forces acting on fish swimming in sloping conduit with
headwater.
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P = (D+Wsin++Bsin(8-+lli + (Wcos+-Bcos(8-+llj

----Eq. 12

It is an elementary exercise of fluid mechanics to show that
Vp

a

ycos8/cos(8-+l

and, again, if yf

= y,

-Vp(V) u W(ycos+l/y(cos(8-+l
Wcos+/cos(8-+l

B

----Eq. 13

So, Equation 12 becomes
P

=
=

(D+Wsin++Wcos+sin(8-+l/cos(e-+lli
+ (Wcos•-W(cos+> (cos(8-+l/cos(8-+llj
(D+W(sin++cos+<sin(8-+l/cos(8-+lli
(D+W(sin++cos+(tan(e-+ll)i

----Eq. 14

In all cases the y components of Wand B cancel. It is clear
from the Equation 2, however, that, except in the cases of e = + or +
= zero, both B and Whave components which add to the drag force which
P must overcome. The free-body-diagram described by Equation 14 is
also shown in Fiqure 4.
WEIGHT AND BUOYANCY IMPLICATIONS FOR FISH ENTERING PERCHED CULVERTS
If an essentially hydrostatic pressure distribution (i.e., pressure
increases linearly with depth from the water surface at a rate of y)
exists in the flow in a perched culvert several normal depths, d ,
upstream from its outlet, water flowing in the culvert must acce~erate
as it approaches the culvert's free-outfall. The convective
acceleration in the vicinity of the outfall is a result of the change
from hydrostatic pressure distribution to smaller or zero pressures in
the jet of water as it exits the end of the culvert. The writer is
not aware of analytical or experimental studies of the pressure in the
vicinity of free-outfalls in circular open channels. However, Rouse
(1938) and Henderson (1966) give information on the pressure
distribution in the vicinity of free-outfalls in two-dimensional
channels. Recognizing that· rectangular and circular channels do not
have precisely the same pressure distributions in the vicinity of the
free-outfall, two-dimensional analogies may be utilized to advantage
along the vertical center-plane of a circular culvert to give some
insights into the magnitude and dire~tion of the pressure gradient
vector, Vp, in the vicinity of the culvert outfall lip.
Rouse's (1938) graphical descriptions of the pressure
distribution for frictionless, potential flow in the vicinity of a
free-outfall is essentially reproduced in Fiqure 5.
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The lines of constant pressure of Figure 5 describe a pressure
potential ·field. Thus, the gradient of the pressure, Vp, at any point
in the field is directed normal to the line of constant pressure
passing through that point and is directed in the direction of
increasing pressure. The magnitude of Vp is inversely proportional to
the spacing of the lines of constant pressure. Of course, -Vp, which
defines the buoyant force per unit of volume of fluid at any point in
the flow field, and is the point of interest here, has the same
magnitude as Vp but is opposite in direction. Without defining the
scale, Figure 6 indicates the direction and relative magnitudes of -Vp
at several locations of the pressure field of Figure 5.
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Water following close to the invert at point b, experiences 2_
large pressure gradient as it approaches the culvert lip. Here -9p is
directed downstream parallel to the channel invert and has a large
magnitude. Just above the channel lip at point a, -Vp remains large,
and it has a large downward component. In the center of the jet just
above the channel lip at point c, the magnitude of -Vp is small, and
it contains only a weak vertical component to assist in partially
cancelling the fish's weight force. Only toward the top of the jet
does -Vp develop a considerable upward component. Observations by the
writer at Poplar Grove Creek, in May 1986, indicated that Arctic
grayling (Thymallus arcticus) attempting to enter a partially perched
culvert struggled in the vicinity of the downstream lip, but most of
those which attempted to enter the culvert were able to negotiate the
pressure gradient and approximately 2.13 m/sec velocities which
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Figure 5.

Pressure distribution in the vicinity of a two-dimensional
free-outfall (After Rouse, 1938). (Scale by writer.)

existed at that point on a given day. Very few were observed leaping
out of the water in their attempts to enter the culvert.
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Description of -Vp at selected locations in the flow
field of Figure 5.

Travis (1986) reports that in May 1985 when outlet velocities
were in the order of 2. 7 m/sec and pressure qradients at the culvert
lip were undoubtedly stronqer than in May of 1986, he observed a great
many graylinq leapinq out of the water in their attempts to enter the
top surface of the jet at the end of the culvert. Many fish which
attempted to enter the culvert in this fashion were successful in
doinq so. Thus, it appears at s~ point the adverse effects of
weiqht, buoyant force, and profile draq appear to force graylinq to
chanqe their tactics from a bottom entry into the culvert to that of
leapinq and enterinq where pressure qradients are less severe. Travis
(1986) observed qraylinq leapinq as hiqh as 1.5 m from the surroundinq
water surface in attemptinq to enter the upper surface of the jet at
the end of the culvert. In the absence of possible assistance from
local water currents, a fish must leave the surface of the surroundinq
pool with a minimum velocity of 5.46 m/sec in order to leap to that
elevation. Travis also reports graylinq leapinq such that they
covered a horizontal distance of up to 6.1 m from the point at which
they left the pool surface to the. point which they reentered the
water. In the absence of assistinq currents, this requires a minimum
initial leapinq velocity of 7. 74 m/sec. Clearly, these are extremely
hiqh velocities for qraylinq (perhaps hiqher than have been previously
reported) • Such leapinq velocities are hiqh enoaqh to indicate that
these qraylinq may have entered the culvert at the invert lip if they
were faced only with profile draq forces created by velocities of 2. 7
m/sec. Thus, it appears stronq pressure gradients in the vicinity of
the lip may well have been the determininq factor in graylinq's
abandoning their attempts to enter the lip of the culvert in favor of
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leaping to enter the less severe pressure gradients in the water at
the upper surface cf the water jet.
A true picture of pressure qradient forces Which the fish
experiences at various locations along·its upstream path would require
an inteqration of pressure over the fish's body surface as it passes
through this complex pressure gradient flow field. If the fish is
small in relation to the scale of the flow field, values of -Vp,
calculated for the unoccupied flow field at various points of interest
in the flow field, can be multiplied by the fish's body volume to
yield an approximate, but probably reasonable, buoyant force, i at
those locations. Conceptual results thus obtained -uld be most
accurate for fingerlings and least accurate for adult salmon.
till!
iltil
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The relative magnitudes and directions for -Vp indicated in
Figure 6 are best appreciated when they are converted (approximately)
to buoyant force, B, and are applied to the free-body-diaqrams of fish
occupying specific locations in the flow field. This is shown in
Figure 7 for points a, b and c of Figure 6.

pt. ~

7-a
Figure 7.

7-b

7-c

Free-body-diaqrams for fish at points a, b and c of
Figure 6.

Here i is assumed to be the product of the fish's volume and -Vp,
evaluated in the flow field of Figure 6 at the location corresponding
approximately to that of the centroid of the fish's body. It is clear
from these free-body-diagrams that i has taken on an unusual character
for the locations shown. It and the fish's weight combine to act like
an anvil which the fish must carry until it reaches the upstream zone of
relatively straight and parallel streamlines. The zone of greatest
difficulty is in the immediate vicinity of the outfall lip where the
profile drag is also qreatest. Adversity eases simultaneously with
progress upstream away from this critical point.
A fish approaching the invert of a perched culvert may be
neutrally buoyant as it sw_!ms Uf.Ward toward the surface of the pool
below the culvert outlet (B • -W). As it leaps clear of the pool, it
suddenly loses its buoyant force and is accelerated downward by its
uncancelled (by any buoyant force) weight. Then, as it enters the jet
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emitting from the culvert, it is met by a hostile buoyant force.
Figures 7a, 7b and 7c indicate the degree of hostility of the buoyant
force which depends on what part of the water jet the fish enters.
Though the culvert on Poplar Grove Creek has an adverse (upward)
invert slope at its outlet, the writer's (1986) visual observations of
grayling entering at the invert lip of the culvert clearly indicated
the fish were swimming very strenuously and in a much different mode
(high frequency, low amplitude back and forth articulation of the
body) from that of only one lip-depth distance upstream from the
culvert lip. It was observed that fish clearing this obstacle were
seldom subsequently swept out of the culvert. It is difficult to
separate degree of distress relieved as the fish move a sh6rt distance
upstream in the lessening and redirecting pressure gradient from that
of the reducing drag force, D, as the fish simultaneously moves into
slower water velocities. However, an attempt can be made to evaluate
approximately, the drag force, D, and the buoyant force, B. As an
example of computations (admittedly approximate because of the
qualitative aspects of one of the critical reference (Rouse, 1938)) to
determine the relative values of the two forces just mentioned, a
.25 m fish will be assumed entering a perched, two-dimensional culvert
(point a of Figure 6) of very small slope and transporting water such
that the hydraulic critical depth, d , is .4 m. It will also be
assumed that the flow farther upstreim is at normal depth, d , and
that d >d. Henderson (1955) shows the lip depth, dL, to ge 0.715
d • F~om tHe assumed critical depth, the critical velocity, V , can
r~adily be calculated to be 1.98 m/sec. Thus, the average wat~r
velocity at the culvert mouth, VL, is V = 1.98/.715 = 2.77 m/sec.
The standard profile, fluid drag equati~n for rigid bodies is
D =

c0 pAV2 /2

----Eq. 15

where c is the drag coefficient which dePends on th~geometry of the
0
body for which the drag is being calculated and its Reyno~ds number,
(dimensionless); p is the mass density of the water, (M/L ); A is the
frontal projected area of the body, (L 2 ); Vis the velocity of the
body relative to the surrounding fluid. In this case, V = vfw.
The writer's earlier analysis (Ziemer and Behlke, 1966) of J.R.
Brett's data from young, swimming Sockeye salmon (Brett, 1963) yielded
an equation for the value of the profile drag coefficient which will
be used here for grayling and which is as follows.

(N

3.3
).417
R

----Eq. 16

where N = Vf Lp/p = the fish's Reynolds number, and L is the fish's
fork le~gth. win order to apply this profile drag coefficient to
2
Equation 15, it is necessary to substitute L for A. This is
essentially a scale change which is also reflected in the value of the
profile drag coefficient calculated by Equation 16. The fish's fork
length is used both in the Reynolds number and the profile drag
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equation because that is the length dimension which those in fisheries
tend to use in characterizing fish.
(The zeader is cautioned not to
use this drag coefficient in Equation 15.) The appropriate profile
drag equation for fish then becomes
2 2

----Eq. 17

D = Cd(p)L Vfwf2

Accepting Equati~n 16 for grayling and for Reynolds numbers which
are approximately an order of magnitude greater than those for the
swimming fish of Brett's experiments, the profile drag of the example
is calculated as follows. For water at lO"C the Reynolds number for
the example .25 m fish, swimming through the water at a velocity
arbitrarily selected to be 5' greater than the culvert lip water
velocity (that is, vf = 1.05(2.77) m/sec
2.90 m/sec), the profile
drag coefficient (Eq~tion 16) becomes Cd = 0.0133, and the profile
drag from Equation 16 becomes
D

2
2
.0133(1000) (0.25) (2.90) /2
3.5 N.

----Eq. 18

The writer's cursory analysis of 1986 data collected for arctic
grayling at Poplar Grove Creek reveals the following approximate,
average relationship between weight and length for a wide range of
fish which were sampled.
W = (9xl9
= 88 L

-3

3

----Eq.

)L (grams)
(Newtons)

1

----Eq. 1

Thus the example .25 fish (if a Poplar Grove Creek grayling) would
weigh 1.38 N, and, if its specific weight is assumed the same as for
3
water, its volume would be 1.38/y = .00014 m • Scaling,
approximately, the pressure pattern indicated by (Rouse, 1938l and
recalling that the lip water depth is .715 d, the value of -Vp clos
to the culvert lip at one-half of a body hei§ht (here assumed to be
L/10) above the culvert lip, approximately where the fish's centroid
would pass if it hugged the in~ert of the culvert (point a of Figure
6), is approximately, 1.7y N/m /m, directed downward, and against the
fish's progress, at an approximately 45 degree angle. From Equation
the fish's buoyant force, B, would be

<-Vp) (Vl
1. 7 (y) (V) (-. 7071-. 707j)

----Eq. 3
----Eq. 20

1. 7(9810) (.00014) (-. 707i-. 707j)
2.33(-.707i-.707j)N.

----Eq. 22

----Eq. 21

Or, the magnitude of B is 2.33 N. This is almost the magnitude of the
approximate drag force, D, calculated in Equation 18. Though the
calculations here of both B and D are certainly not precise because of
the approximate use of a small diagram of the Rouse reference, the
writer's approximate evaluation of the surface integral of pressure
over the fish's body, neglect of virtual mass complications, and some
disagreement among investigators regarding the proper determination of
I
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values used in Equation 17, it is clear that, for a fish, entrance to
the invert of a perched culvert probably is not an easy !lllltter even if
the invert is perched only a short distance above the surface of the
downstreaa pool.
·
·
·
Since, for the example just considere4, the upstream uniform
depth for the discharge d~fined by the give~ critical depth was
assumed greater than
culvert
was functioning
in the
. d c , and. the
.
.
upstream barrel at its normal depth of flow, d , the water surface
0
profile passed through d as it approached the culvert lip. This was
a situation where some distance upstream the flow was at normal depth,
hydraulically subcritical, and followed an M-2 aurve from the initial
point of contraction to approximately critic~l depth. At
approximately that point the flow became rapidly varied and began to
lose its hydro~tatic pressure distribution.

The writercis not a~are of analytical or laboratory exper~nts
which detail the pressure distribution in flow at a free-outfall lip
for supercritical approaching flow in the barrel of the culvert.
However, a nonhydrostatic pressUre gradient must exist in such flow as
it approaches the culvert lip. Thus, supercritical flow in the
culvert as the flow approaches the perched invert lip must exhibit
s~ of the same f~ntal characteristics as approaching
subcritical flow (i.e., -Vp has a-strong downstream cOmponent along
the invert near the downstram cuivert lip) • The buoyant force in that
vicinity, therefore, consists of a downstream component as well as a
downward, vertical component. Thus, the same fundamental problem is
created as resulted from subcritical flow in th~ upstream approaching
section, though the magnitude and direction of Vp would be somewhat
differ~nt from that in the.subcritical approaching flow situation.
A funciamental problem, therefore, is that the induc-nt of large
additional, adverse, horizont!ll and vertical forces (beyond those
which the fish would face if only subject to profile drag) in the
vicinity of the lip of perched culverts may impede or block successful
fish passage.· These forces can be avoided completely if the culvert
is submarge4 so that the water surface in the receiving pool matches
the elevation of the water surface in the culvert at the outlet. If
the slope of the approaching water surface profile, on leaving the
culvert and entering the pool, does not increase, the pressure
gradient vector and, therefore, the buoyant force, would change very
little from its direction and magnitude in the culvert barrel to that
in the pool. i would not exhibit the problems illustrated in Fiqure
7. Between this situation and that of a highly perched culvert, for
which the receiving pool's backwater does not affect the flow as it
.?asses the O,!ltlet lip of the culvert, there lie all degrees of
)ackwater effects which partially reduce the rapid fluid accelerations
.•resented by a highly perched culvert. Though the term •perched
IUlvert" usually lllellJUI that the culvert invert at the outlet lies
,-.bove the elevation of the pool, it should be clear that any
·
onfiquration, where the surface of the receiving pool is at a lower
elevation than that of the water surface profile in the culvert
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near the outlet, is really a perched situation by a greater or lesser
degree. Since the flow geometry at the culvert outlet depends on many
parameters of flow, culvert geometry and receiving water elevation, it
is doubtful that a desiqn rule-of-thumb suqqestinq that the downstreaJD
pool be kept at or above a small, specific, fixed, minimum elevation
above the lip elevation can be generally effective for all culvert
diameters and all flows. Possible changes of culvert outlet geometry
and of the degree of downstream backwater required to reduce
siqnificantly pressure gradients in the vicinity of the culvert
invert • s downstream lip are, therefore, potential areas of future
hydraulic laboratory and field fish passage investigations.

!II~ I ·

Because of Newton • s second law (F-) , pressure gradients exist
to greater or lesser degrees in almost any situation where water
accelerates (speeding up, slowinq down, changing direction of flow),
depending on the maqnitude of the acceleration. Since pressure
gradients solely create •buoyant• forces on submerged objects, any
zone of water acceleration (in addition to steeply sloping open
channels functioning at normal depth or pipeflow with steeply sloping
hydraulic grade lines) may be problem zones for fish because of the
possible adverse effect on the buoyant force, 8, in that zone.
ENERGY AND POWER EXPENDITURE REQUIREMENTS OF SWIMMING FISH IN CULVERTS
Thus far the discussion has addressed only the forces which
swimming fish must deal with to proqress into and through simple fish
passage structures, specifically culverts. However, a fish must
overcome these forces for some distance and for some time period if it
is to move through the structure. This leads to energy and power
requirements necessary for the fish to expend in its journey through a
fish passage facility. This discussion will be limited to what energy
and power the fish must expend rather than how much it is capable of
expending. The latter has been the topic of much already published
material and will not be repeated here. The discussion will deal only
with fish passage through the barrel of a culvert and will consider
the sloping open channel and the full flowing pipe or culvert (i.e.,
those situations previously discussed in the context of forces).
Figure 7 indicates a fish swimming in a sloping open channel
under conditions of uniform, steady flow. Here Lc is the length of
the channel, and the other symbols are as before. As the fish swims
upstreaJD or remains stationary in the channel it must swim and release
energy continuously. The instantaneous time rate at which it releases
energy is the power, Pwr, which it is generating at that instant. Pwr
is defined as follows:

----Eq.

Pwr - P vfw
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Iqnoring entrance and exit energy requi~ts, the total energy, TE,
released by the fisb in negotiating the structure is
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Figure 8.

Definition sketch of fish ascending sloping open channel.
t
TE = /p (Pwr) dt

---Eq.

0
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where tp is the fish's passage time through the structure.
For conceptual purposes and to simplify the discussion, it will
be assumed the fish's velocity, vf, the water velocity, V , and the
velocity of the fish with respect to the water, vfw, are Lch constant
as the fish swims through the structure. If these velocities are
constant, the time of passage through the culvert is Lc/V f' so
TE = Pwr(L /V )
• P(vtyYCLf /VTl
= P Lc vnJvf

----Eq.
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----Eq.
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----Eq.
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Since vfw = vf + vw' TE can be expressed as
TE= P

Lc(l+(V~f))

Substituting the magnitude of P from Equation 8 for identical
conditions, Equation 27 becomes

----Eq.

28

The profile drag force, D, was defined by Equation 17. For a
given fish, water temperature, and small changes in Vfw, the fish's
Reynolds number remains relatively constant, so all tfie terms in
Equation 17 except Vfw are con~tants and can be replaced by a
constant, lit, where][ • Cd(p)(L )/2. Malting these substitutions forD,
Equation 26 becomes

----Eq.
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It is assumed the example fish swims upstream in a heavily
baffled open channel (culvert) which is set at a steep 20' slope and
the flow is both uniform and steady (i.e., constant velocity and depth
everywhere in the channel). The channel is baffled so that the water
velocity of flow, V , where ~e !;ish swims is 1.5 m/sec. K of
Equation 33 becomesw.55 N-sec /m~, and W = 1.38 N from the previous
example. If the fish just enters the channel but decides to remain at
a fixed location in the channel, vfw • vw = 1.5 m/sec, and Equation
33 becomes
,
Pwr =

1.38(.2) (1.5) + .55(1.5) 3
0.41 + 1.86 • 2.27 Joules/sec

----Eq.

If the same fish progresses up the channel with vf
Equation 33 becomes
Pwr

1.38(.2)1.8 + .55(1.8) 3
0.50 + 3.2 = 3.7 J/sec
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0.3 m/sec,

----Eq.
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Thus, a 63' greater power expenditure results from only a 20' increase
in Vf • In this very steep structure, the example shows the
impo~ance of the first term in Equation 33 which results from the
fish's weight not being completely cancelled by its buoyant force.
More important, however, this example also clearly shows that the fish
minimizes its power expenditure if it progresses up the channel very
slowly.
Experience at Poplar Grove Creek by Travis (1986) indicates that,
under the high water velocity conditions existing in May 1985, large
grayling moved up the culvert at a -an, average speed, Vf' of only
.028 m/sec. The fastest, average Vf recorded for a single fish was
only .052 m/sec. Passage times through the Poplar Grove Creek highway
culvert for two grayling, instrumented with transponders, Mere
observed by the writer and others in May 1986. One grayling passed
through the culvert, L = 33.5 m, in 5 minutes and the other passed
through in 12 minutes.c This yields Vf's of .113 and .046 m/sec. vw
varied within the culvert because of changes in vertical ali~nt of
the culvert which was functioning as an open channel. However,
culvert average v was in the order of .92 m/sec, so it appears Vf
was only slightlywgreater than v • These observations seem to len~
some credibility to the concept !hat, when faced with a structure of
unknown extent,- a grayling adopts a strategy of minimal power
expenditure consistent with upstream progress and its ability to
generate that minimum power.

1'1'

How the fish sense Pwr changing with an increase in its V , for
constant V , can be determined for any value of Vf. Substituttng Vf +
vw for vfwwin Equation 33
.

I,

---Eq.
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and Equation 28 becOMs
TE •

Lc(W(sin8)+~

2
vfv lCl+CVwfVfl)

---Eq. 30

Each of the veloei ty tems of Equations 26 through 30 appears as
a result of the fact that the fish sw:ilu in a ch&nnel and c~ wallt
on a ramp having the s - length and slope as the channel diseussed.
That is,· Equation 30 for a wallter would reduce to
TE • L

c

---Eq. 31

Wain&

Clearly, fish are not efficient "climbers•.
For the fish to progress up the channel, V
must be greater than
V. If it is only slightly greater than v, vftts only slightly
gl!eater than zero. Reference to ~ation ~9 sliows that for such a
condition, and a specific v , ~(Vf ) is minilllized, but, since vf
would be very maall, the ra!io vf':)vf beeosaes very large, and EqUation
26 shows that TE increases greatly as Vfw approaches V , (i.e., as ~
approaches zero). Conversely, as vf increases, TE decl!eases. So, fOr
fish of equal size, faster moving f1sh expend less total energy in
moving through the structure than do slower fish, though reference to
Equation 23 shows that the concurrent power requirements of faster
moving fish are greater. Thus, more aggressive fish may consume less
energy than do slower fish in passing through a culvert -- the "rich"
get richer.As observed by Ziemer and Behlke (1966), the fish negotiating a
long structure does not know about TE (Equation 30) until the
structure has been successfully negotiated (i.e., after the fact).
(From its past experience with natural or artificial structures, the
fish is, no doubt, well aware of the possible effects of Equation 30
as it enters the culvert, but it doesn't know what value of L to
substitute into the equation until it reaches the upstream ena of the
culvert.) Thus, TE cannot enter into the fish's strategy for
negotiating the culvert. Immediately on entering the channel,
however, the fish senses the power requirement, Pwr, for it to move

ahead.
Substituting D from Equation 17 into Equation 8, and substituting
the scalar form of Equation 8 into Equation 23, Pwr becomes

2

2

Pwr·s (W(sin8)+Cd(p) (L) (Vfw /2))Vfw

----Eq. 32

Or, introducing K, as before, and rearranging slightly

Pwr

= W(sin8)(Vfw)

+

~

3

vfw

---Eq. 33

An example using previous constants for a .25 111 fish, will, perhaps,
reveal the strategy which fish adopt in.neqotiating an obstacle of
unknown extent, such as ·a culvert.
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and differentiatinq with respect to v £! yields the rate of chanqe of
Pwr with respect to a chanqe in vf. That is,
d(Pwr)/dVf • Wsin8 + 3K(Vf+Vw)

2

----Eq.
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Equation 37 shows d(Pwr)/dV to be positive for all positive values of
V£ and for all realistic va!ues of 8 from zero to w/2, thus showinq
tnat power consu.ption always increases with increasinq vf.
For a full flowinq pipe of lenqth Lc, Eguations 23 throuqh 26
apply. Multiplyinq the scalar maqnitude of P, taken from Equation 14,
by Vfw yields Pwr for the qeneral case of full flowinq pipes or
culverts and for open channels experiencinq uniform, steady flow.
That is,
Pwr

PVfw
(D+W(sin,+(cos') (tan(9-+ll)Vfw

----Eq. 38

2

Substitutinq K vfw , as before, forD,
Pwr

~ (K Vfw2 + W(sin++Ccos') (tan(9-,)))Vfw

----Eq.

39

For an open channel operatinq under conditions of uniform, steady
flow, 9 = ' ' and Equation 39 reduces to Equation 33. For a horizontal
conduit flowinq full, ' = 0, and Equation 39 reduces to

----Eq.

40

If the HGL drops by an amount, H, from upstream to downstream ends of
the conduit, tan8 = H/L • For the open channel, sin9 = H/L , so
Equations 33 and 40 yield identical values for Pwr. Thus, Ehe power
necessary for the fish to qenerate in order to move at a specific
speed is the same in the horizontal enclosed conduit as it is in the
open channel if L , v
and H are the same in both structures. It can
be shown (albeit,cwitftwsome difficulty) that Pwr is the same for all
values of ' if Lc, vfw and H remain the same.
CONCLUSIONS
The inclusion of the fish's buoyant force and weiqht in analyses
of the forces which fish must swim aqainst, the power which they must
qenerate, and the total enerqy which they consume in neqotiatinq fish
passaqe structures is potentially important in the analysis of open
channels or pipe type fish passaqe structures where the hydraulic
qrade line slopes 1110re than about 10\ or anywhere that siqnificant
water pressure qradients exist.
Buoyant forces and weiqht are very important, previously iqnored,
forces actinq on fish attemptinq to enter perched culverts. Culverts
installed with receivinq pool surface elevations near those of the
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water surface emerqinq from culverts eliminate problems associated
with these two forces.
Only if the slope of an open channel culvert becomes appreciable
do the fish's buoyant force and its weiqht become a problem for the
:fish passinq throuqh the body of the barrel of the culvert. It
appears that culverts havinq appropriate entrance and exit conditions
could be placed at much qreater slopes than is present practice if
sufficient, dependable rouqhness can be introduced to keep the fish's
profile draq, power and total enerqy expenditures at acceptable
levels, thouqh what those acceptable levels are is not presently well
defined.
The introduction of the fish's buoyant force, its weiqht, and the
relationship between pressure qradients in the water and the fish's
buoyant force provides a powerful new tool which, in addition to the
lonq used profile draq, makes possible a much more complete picture of
the obstacles which fish face in attemptinq to neqotiate any fish
passaqe structure, not just culverts. The principles introduced may
make possible the qeneration of entirely new concepts in economic fish
passaqe facilities.
The paper has set forth the hydraulic conditions which fish must be
capable of overcominq to pass throuqh a fish passaqe struct~ Work
should be pursued to identify fishes' abilities to cope simultaneously
with buoyant, weiqht, and profile draq forces and with their limits of
power and total enerqy expenditures while passinq throuqh various
structures. This work should beqin with analyses of past information,
published by various investiqators, in the context of the principles
introduced.
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